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This series features books that address key concepts and subjects in life writing, with an
emphasis on new and emergent approaches. It offers specialist but accessible studies
of contemporary and historical topics, with a focus on connecting life writing to themes
with cross-disciplinary appeal. The series aims to be the place to go to for current and
fresh research for scholars and students looking for clear and original discussion of specific
subjects and forms; it is also a home for experimental approaches that take creative risks
with potent materials.
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The term 'Life Writing' is taken broadly so as to reflect its academic, public, digital and
global reach, and to continue and promote its democratic tradition. The series seeks
contributions that address global contexts beyond traditional territories, and which
engage with diversity of race, gender and class. It welcomes volumes on topics of
everyday life and culture with which life writing scholarship can engage in transformative
and original ways; it also aims to further the political engagement of life writing in
relation to human rights, migration, trauma and repression, and the processes and effects
of the Anthropocene, including environmental subjects where lives may be non-human.
The series looks for work that challenges and extends how life writing is understood
and practised, especially in a world of rapidly changing digital media; that deepens and
diversifies knowledge and perspectives on the subject; and which contributes to the
intellectual excitement and the world relevance of life writing.
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